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The Stool Pigeon PPPPPa
(Hong Kong) Directed by Dante Lam. Starring Nick Cheung, Nicholas Tse,
Liu Kai-chi, Kwai Lun-mei. Category IIB, 112 minutes. Continuing.
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Director Dante Lam’s 2008 film “The Beast Stalker” serves as a foundation for “The
Stool Pigeon.” In the earlier film he uses the same cast to describe the conflict of
morality between a cop and a criminal, with Nick Cheung’s hitman character being
pursued by a police detective (Nicholas Tse) around the Fringe Club. The two play cat
and mouse in the dark, narrow corridors inside the pre-war colonial building, making
it one of the most interesting scenes in that film.
But this year’s “Stool” sees Lam in his best form yet. He fully embraces Hong
Kong locations and architecture as his playground using the uniquely intricate alleys
in street markets and a squatter village, and even piled-up school desks and chairs in
an abandoned classroom. The film also has some of the most exciting action scenes
ever, which makes “Stool” an almost impeccable film.
Cheung’s portrayal of a hitman in “Beast” won him Best Actor at the Hong Kong
Film Awards, but this time his and Tse’s roles have been reversed. Cheung plays
a police inspector called Lee who specializes in using snitches (stool pigeons) to
collect evidence to arrest criminals. When he hears that Barbarian, Hong Kong’s
most wanted criminal, has returned to rob a jewelry shop, he knows he’ll need an
informant. He discovers that Barbarian has a getaway driver called Ghost (Tse), a car
thief fresh out of prison, and sets out to persuade him to become his snitch.
According to Lee, the snitch system is all about free will—one has the choice
whether to give information and receive in return a very generous payment—but
this is just Lee’s salesman pitch. Once you’re in the system, there is no way out
and Lee is still haunted by the misfortune of his last snitch Jabber (Liu Kai-chi). But
in Ghost’s case, he has no option. He can choose not to snitch, but how else is he
going to repay his million-dollar debt?
What happens next is, in a cinematic sense, a very tight, expertly made piece
of work. As said, Lam has turned Hong Kong into his playground to stage exciting
scenes. Who needs to spend $10 million building Hong Kong on a soundstage, or
shooting a Hong Kong film in another city? Lam has understood that the streets
and passageways we think are mundane are actually perfect filming locations—
something directors like Wong Kar-wai knew 20 years ago.
On top of that, Lam has developed three-dimensional characters that make your
heart sink when you watch them suffer through bad choices. Cheung has stepped up
after his last award-winning performance with more subtlety and style; while Tse has
turned into a very effective actor who stays in the background instead of outshining
people just because he’s an idol. Every step along the way, these characters are
in pain and you can empathize with them. Once in a while the most excellent film
comes with a heartbreaking feeling that haunts you even after you walk out of the
cinema. And “Stool Pigeon” is one of those films. Winnie Yeung

Opening Soon

HK PICKS

The Descent Part 2
(UK) The sequel of the acclaimed
horror flick picks up immediately where
“The Descent” left off. The only survivor of
the cave expedition, a bloodstained Sarah
Carter, is deemed a suspect by the rescue
team and is forced to go back into the
horrific cave to locate her dead teammates.
Directed by Jon Harris. Opens Sep 9.
Frozen
(USA) In writer/director Adam Green’s
latest thriller, three snowboarders get
stranded on a chairlift before their last run
and are forced to take desperate measures
to escape off the mountain before they
freeze to death. Starring Kevin Zegers,
Shawn Ashmore, Emma Bell. Opens Sep 9.
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Going the Distance
(USA) Real life couple Drew Barrymore
and Justin Long (wait, did they just split,
again?) pair up in this romcom that depicts
the trials and tribulations of a long-distance
relationship. Directed by Nanette Burstein.
Also starring Christina Applegate, Jason
Sudeikis. Opens Sep 9.

FILM

Ex

PPPPP

(Hong Kong) Directed and written by Heiward Mak. Starring Gillian Chung,
William Chan, Michelle Wai. Category IIB, 95 minutes. Opened June 10.
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Heiward Mak is on a roll—ever since her debut feature “High Noon” two years ago,
this young director has become the hope of the industry and the most soughtafter filmmaker in Hong Kong today, first co-writing “Love in a Puff” then editing
“Amphetamine” this year. So the biggest question with “Ex” is, can the 26-year-old
maverick work her magic again, and revive the doomed career of a certain fallen
celeb named Gillian Chung? Er, no, not with this piece of crap.
Chung plays Yee, a young, carefree woman who has just dumped her boyfriend
at the airport before a trip they were going to take together. Little does she know
that her breakup was witnessed by her ex Ping (William Chan), who was there
with his new live-in girlfriend Sze (Michelle Wai). Yee had been living with her
boyfriend, so all of a sudden she’s homeless. Ping takes her in. During their two days
living together, the spark between them is reignited while they analyze their own
romantic pasts (seen by the audience through an extensive collection of flashbacks).
They end up asking themselves, are they more in love with their exes, and which ex
are they falling for all over again?
Chung’s character is obnoxious—she is emotional, she nags, manipulates and
leeches off men to survive. Sometimes this kind of character works—you end up
liking her, empathizing or even sympathizing. However, Chung is not a likable actress
(nothing to do with Sexyphotogate) and her acting is also not particularly good. Yet
it’s easy to see Ah Gil is trying much harder than she’s ever tried before. But when
someone just doesn’t have the necessary talent and charisma, it’s never going to
work. I found myself enjoying the scenes she wasn’t in (especially when veteran
Taiwanese actress Tien Niu appears, playing Yee’s mother, who is essentially Yee,
just 30 years older). When Chung comes back on screen after a 10-minute break
from her antics, my first thought was, crap—why is she back?
It can’t all be Chung’s fault—Mak has penned an annoying script. What is she
trying to convey here? Who are the people she expects will relate to this kind of
melodrama? Twenty minutes into the film during the screening, the audience started
to get annoyed—they yawned, stretched and took frequent toilet breaks. Some even
left. And how impatient did I get? Yours truly is typing out this entire review in the
pitch-dark cinema while the film drags on. Some other reviewer sitting next to me is
playing with his friggin’ iPad.
The film’s editing and cinematography is also intolerable. “Ex” is essentially an
extended music video camouflaged as a film, with frequent cuts back to curtains at
home moving in slow motion.
This may be too harsh a critique of Mak—after all, young directors make mistakes
and they should be allowed to experiment and fail in order to grow. But in Mak’s
case, her trajectory is reversed—she wowed us with “High Noon,” she came of age
with “Love in a Puff,” and she showed her skill as an editor with “Amphetamine.”
However, with “Ex,” Mak has taken a huge plunge from being the industry’s bright
hope, to just another young director who’s been tarnished by the mainstream
studios. Sad. Winnie Yeung

Ip Man 2
(Hong Kong) In 1949, Ip Man immigrates
to Hong Kong in an attempt to propagate his
discipline of Wing Chun martial arts. Directed
by Wilson Yip. Starring Donnie Yen, Simon
Yam, Hung Kam-bo. PPPP BC, AMC, UA,
GH, MCL.

Let the Right One In
(Sweden) A creepy, bloody but sweet
romance between Oskar (Kare Hedebrant), a
12-year-old boy who is bullied by classmates,
and Eli (Lina Leandersson), a vampire girl
who just moved into his building. Directed by
Tomas Alfredson. PPPP BC.

FILM
E-mail film news to film@asia-city.com.hk

Break Up Club

PPPPP

(Hong Kong) Directed by Barbara Wong. Starring Fiona Sit, Jaycee Chan, Patrick
Tang. Category IIB, 114 minutes. Opened Jun 16.
Last week, yours truly gave a harsh one-star review to local film “Ex.” Directed by
young director Heiward Mak and starring Gillian Chung, “Ex” is a failed attempt to
capture the emotional post-breakup moments of a young couple. This week we see
the release of “Break Up Club,” another local film dealing with that exact same topic.
But in comparison, director Barbara Wong’s clever storytelling in “Break Up Club”
has transformed the usual sappy, annoying post-80s storyline into something fresh,
interesting and fun to watch.
The premise itself is more or less a mockumentary—Joe (Jaycee Chan) is an
aimless young man with no goals, except for falling deeply in love with Flora (Fiona
Sit). Flora hates Joe’s lack of initiative in life, so she broke up with him. Devastated,
Joe comes across a website called “Break Up Club,” which guarantees that he can
get back with Flora, given that he is willing to break up another couple. For some
odd reason, this website is magical and the two get back together. While all of this
is happening, Joe has volunteered to participate in a project by film director Barbara
Wong (played by herself of course), who is hoping to have “real people” use a video
camera to capture their heartbroken moments. Through Joe’s camera-within-thecamera, we see how Joe and Flora fall in and out of love, and how sometimes two
ordinary characters in life can end up having one helluva love story.
Wong is a smart filmmaker. Her witty premise makes the film work. You know
how sometimes the secret of the film is revealed at the end, in a seriously wellexecuted WTF moment? Well, you are guaranteed one of these in “Break Up Club,” in
a very good way. Also, Wong is also never shy when it comes to product placement,
which has become a necessary beast these days. Wong has done it fairly tastefully
but at the end of the day it won’t be to everyone’s liking to keep seeing The Venetian
ads and Coach handbags all over the place.
The real heroes of this film are the two leads—Jaycee Chan and Fiona Sit,
regardless of whether they were an actual real-life item before (as the tabloids
claim), they are the one of the most convincing on-screen couples we’ve seen in
a long time. The two have a tremendous jaded chemistry that essentially makes
the picture. I can’t see how these roles could be tackled by any other actors of their
generation. Chan—less so for Sit—has such a genuine, no-bullshit acting style that you
end up empathizing with him throughout the film. Who would have thought frigging
Jackie Chan’s son would turn out to be a bit of an actor after all? Winnie Yeung

Opening Soon

HK PICKS

Chloe
(USA/Canada/France) Catherine (Julianne
Moore) suspects her husband David (Liam
Neeson) is cheating, so to get the goods on
him, she hires a young escort named Chloe
(Amanda Seyfried) to seduce him and report
back. But things soon get out of control, as
these things do. Directed by Atom Egoyan.
Opens Jun 24.
Killer Bride’s Perfect Crime
(Japan) In this Japanese comedy version
of “Thelma & Louise,” a woman who is
desperate to get married and another woman
who is desperate to end her own life go on
an unlikely road-trip together. Directed by
Kishitani Goro. Starring Yoshino Kimura, Juri
Ueno. Opens Jun 24.
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Knight and Day
(USA) Tom Cruise plays a secret agent who
falls for a lovelorn layperson (Cameron Diaz)
and pulls her into his crazy world which
involves a super-battery that can produce an
infinite amount of power. Directed by James
Mangold. Also starring Maggie Grace, Peter
Sarsgaard, Paul Dano. Opens Jun 24.

FILM

The Twilight Saga: Eclipse PPPPP
(USA) Directed by David Slade. Starring Robert Pattinson, Kristen Stewart, Taylor
Lautner. Category IIA, 127 minutes. Continuing.
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International Talent Hunt Contest

Joining Date: 1st July - 18th July 2010
Event Date: August 22nd and 29th, 2010 (1st round & Final round)
Target: 16-23 yrs old
Time: 7:00pm – 10pm (Sunday)
Venue: Henry G. Leong Yaumatei Community Centre,
G/F & 3/F, 60 Public Square Street, Yau Ma Tei, Kowloon
All the trainings will be provided every weekend by professionals.
Food & beverages will be served.
Event Ticket & All Enquiries: +852-63039857 (Kelly Pun & Basanti Pun)
We’re looking for Participants, Volunteers, Performers, Announcers (MC) & ETC.
Winners will recieve Cash Prices, Cash Vouchers, Digital Products and many more,
including prestigious opportunities.
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ORGANIZED BY:
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In this line of work, you often end up doing something you hate—to yours truly,
reviewing a film like “Eclipse” would have been one of those assignments. I admit I
was biased—I’ve never read the books or seen the previous two installments (because
of that I brought along a loyal fan to fill me in on the storyline), and I just hate the fact
that Robert Pattinson, Kristen Stewart and Taylor Lautner have been overexposed in the
media in the past couple of years.
Although I may have walked in a cynic, I walked out entertained and impressed.
Despite the bad things I’ve heard about the previous two films, “The Twilight Saga:
Eclipse” is an engaging movie that I actually quite enjoyed. In fact I would go as far as to
call it a complete and solid piece of storytelling, which the middle film in a series (this is
the third of five “Twilight” films) rarely manages to be.
“Eclipse” starts with a series of mysterious killings in Seattle, which turn out to be
the work of a vampire called Victoria (the always-excellent Bryce Dallas Howard). We
soon discover she is forming an army of newborn vampires (who are much stronger
than older vampires) in an attempt to kill a certain small-town girl called Bella (Kristen
Stewart). To protect Bella, the local werewolves and the vampires (yup, it’s one weirdass town) reluctantly team up. As fans will already know, the two have been enemies
for centuries and the hopelessly cute boys from both camps, Edward (Robert Pattinson)
and Jacob (Taylor Lautner), are both hopelessly in love with Bella.
While the reportedly miserable second movie “New Moon” dealt mostly with
Bella’s lows during her separation from Edward, in “Eclipse” director David Slade
(best known for his music videos) deals with her ups and downs in a much more
light-hearted way.
With the main characters laughing at their own silliness, it’s easier to like them,
especially when you’re not a fan. I particularly enjoyed the cynicism of Edward’s quip,
“Doesn’t he own a shirt?”—referring to Jacob who supposedly goes around topless to
make his transformation into a werewolf easier but we all know it’s for the benefit of
the female audience.
There are old and new pains, backstories, love triangles, and a war with some kickass fight scenes (despite being CGI-laden). A lot of the secondary characters reveal their
pasts, which actually serves as a good reference point for people who may not have
seen the earlier films. If it’s a deliberate move by the filmmakers to appeal to non-fans,
then it certainly worked with me. Winnie Yeung

Opening Soon

Opening

The Fantastic Water Babes
(Hong Kong) Kiu (Gillian Chung) kidnaps star
swimmer Yuen (Alex Fong) to coach her for a
swimming competition as part of a revenge
plot against her ex. Cue supernatural subplot
and love story. Directed by Jeff Lau Chun-wai.
Also Starring Eva Wong, Stephen Fung, Chrissie
Chau. Opens Jul 15.

Antichrist
(Denmark/Germany) Danish cinematic
provocateur Lars von Trier crafts a gonzo
thriller where a couple retreats to the
woods to heal their broken hearts and
salvage their troubled marriage. But as
guilt and recrimination take over, the stage
is set for further tragedy. Starring Willem
Dafoe and Charlotte Gainsbourg. In English.
Opened Jul 8.

Toy Story 3 (3D and IMAX 3D)
(USA) The long-awaited latest installment of
the Pixar classic is finally here. This time as
Andy is leaving for college, the toys are donated
to a daycare center where they meet the new
owner and new toys, including Barbie’s lover,
Ken. Directed by Lee Unkrich. Voiced by Tom
Hanks, Tim Allen, Joan Cusack. Opens Jul 15.

FILM

Shanghai PPPPPa
(USA/China) Directed by Mikael Håfström. Starring John Cusack, Gong Li, Ken
Watanabe, Chow Yun-fat. Category IIB, 105 minutes. Opened Aug 26.
In this day and age, when virtually every kind of espionage film about World War II
set in every single war-torn country has already been made, there has to be a better
reason to justify the making of “Shanghai” in 2010 with such a star-studded cast.
Unfortunately, Swedish director Mikael Håfström has failed to convince us why we
have to sit through 105 minutes of yet more dumb femme fatale clichés.
Any dumb-dumb would be able to tell that this film is set in Shanghai, late 1941
Shanghai to be exact, just months away from Japan declaring war on the US in World
War II. It’s the peace before the storm, when locals and expats are dancing their
nights away in nightclubs, casinos, and opium dens in the foreign concessions. Paul
Soames (John Cusack) is an American spy posing as a journalist to investigate the
assassination of his best friend Connor (Jeffrey Dean Morgan, the super-hot dude who
played Izzie’s dying patient/boyfriend in “Grey’s Anatomy” few years back—hot) in
Shanghai. Through the labyrinth of German diplomats and Japanese military, he finds
himself acquainted with Anthony and Anna Lan-Ting (Chow Yun-fat and Gong Li),
a powerful Shanghai gangster couple who befriends Captain Tanaka (Ken Watanabe)
to ensure their safety. While doing his spy things (wooing the diplomat’s wife to steal
top secrets, meeting with a snitch in a city Big Brother’d by the Japanese army), he
finds himself attracted to Anna, who has some secrets of her own.
For a while, “Shanghai” is a thrilling enough film (Håfström is famed for his
thrillers, including his last Hollywood film “1408,” also with Cusack)—you want to
find out who killed Connor and what Anna is hiding. But unfortunately the thrill
doesn’t last long—one minute you wonder what Soames will encounter, but the
next you’re rolling your eyes at more pointless plot twists. The whole film operates
on such a clichéd level (I hate it when films tell me men are born romantics and
are willing to sacrifice everything for love—no they won’t) that I found my mind
wandering off to question the entire production: why book so many stars for one
flimsy and disposable film, and then waste them with minimal screen time? Most
of the scenes feature Cusack and Gong (looking stunning with a kick-ass bod)—but
Chow, for one, has a particularly insignificant role with very little screen time;
Watanabe plays a two-dimensional bad dude whose function really is to appear
mysteriously on poorly-lit street corners; Franka Potente, meanwhile, plays a
German diplomat’s wife, a role that could go to anyone with a real or fake German
accent. I think when a film has so many stars attached to it, you tend to have higher
expectations; but maybe I should’ve learned by now. Winnie Yeung
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Cats & Dogs: The Revenge of Kitty
Galore (3D)
(USA) Kitty Galore (voiced by Bette Midler),
formerly an agent for cat spy organization
MEOWS, has created a diabolical plan to
take the world in her paws. In an unlikely
alliance, cats and dogs must join forces in
order to save themselves, and their humans.
Directed by Brad Peyton. Also starring James
Marsden, Christina Applegate. PP BC, AMC,
UA, GH, MCL.

City Under Siege
(Hong Kong) During a treasure hunt,
Sunny (Aaron Kwok) breathes in a
toxic gas, causing a mutation. Bro Chu
(Collin Chou) leads a gang of mutants
to wreak havoc while Sunny, backed
by reporter Angel (Shu Qi) and several
mutant specialists, fight the expanding
monstrous army. Directed by Benny
Chan. Also starring Zhang Jingchu, Jacky
Wu. PP UA, GH, MCL.

Crayon Shinchan 2010
(Japan) The beloved anime series returns as
5-year-old Shin-Chan gets up to his usual
mischievous antics. Shin-Chan must journey
through the future, where he and his future
wife try to find a way to save his future self.
Directed by Akira Shigino. Starring Akiko
Yajima, Miki Narahashi. PP BC, AMC, UA,
GH, MCL.

Despicable Me (3D)
(USA) Heist master Gru (Steve Carell) plans
to use three girls as pawns in his scheme
to steal the moon, only to find himself in a
much trickier situation when the girls see
a potential dad in him. Directed by Pierre
Coffin and Chris Renaud. Also voiced by
Jason Segel, Russell Brand, Julie Andrews.
PPPP BC, AMC, UA, GH, MCL.

